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Hi fellow Ulysseans 

Hope all is well with your bikes as I know your better half is looking out for you. 

Quite a bit has been happening yet the feedback to me remains lethargic. Thanks Geoff for your 

article and pictures on the Queenstown trip. With National rally upon us, we wish those 

travelling a super trip and God be with you. Those not making it will be eating their hearts out. 

A calendar must exist of other rallies happening so keep a look out in Bike SA and Facebook. 

The Bulldog Rally happens from the 3rd to the 5th May 2019 and promises again to be a great 

rally even with the recent rains causing havoc in the area. Lovely prizes, music and just pure 

Rallytime (refer to advert / poster below). 

East London is an amazingly disorganized place. Nothing happens and then everything on one 

weekend. For example, this past weekend was the Agricultural Show at Gonubie Farmer’s Hall, 

Rev Africa bike rally on the beachfront, All Bike national racing at Grand prix circuit, Warriors v 

Knights T20 cricket at Buffalo Park, Border Bulldogs vs Zimbabwean team and all the other 

cavorts. Then this coming weekend nothing except the Bulldog Rally in Kei Mouth and a 

mountain cycle race from Queenstown to Morgan Bay – The 2019 Great Kei Trek (some 273 km 

with shorter races also being catered for). 
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Hi Terry 

On Sunday the 31/03/19 twelve of us set off from our normal gathering point to join our fellow 

disgrace-fulls from Queenstown for brunch. 

Moto Mecca were ahead of us and unfortunately one of their members was stoned near 

Stutterheim cracking his wife’s visor - luckily no one was injured. 

The weather was good and we had a pleasant ride to Cathcart where we stopped for a quick 

coffee and then on to Queenstown. 

Once again the Qtn boys and girls outdid themselves and supplied a delicious brunch that was 

enjoyed by all. 

After much laughter and geselskap we all made our way safely back to East London. Richard at 

great pace. 

A great day had by all. 

Geoff 
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BUFFALO RALLY Hartenbos May 2019 

PLANNING 

Over the years, the Buffs trip has engendered such excitement and a special feel. Why you may 

ask, reply would be inadequate as I would leave something out. Ask Marthinus his impression as it 

was his very first Buffalo Rally. Then ask Julian and Ken as they near 20 attendances. Or ask Deryck 

Vice who has attended every single Buffalo Rally (42 in all). Yes it is something else. From the 

entry, to planning, the ride there, the attendance and activities, the mass ride (whether you 

partake or spectate), the stalls, dyno tests, variety of bands, chance to explore the surroundings, 

camaraderie, main draw, ride back home and the memories you make are all too much to process. 

Wow. 

Having done my planning, I forwarded to Ken, Julian and Marthinus who joined us for the first 

time. Even with a bit of fine tuning, nothing was cast in stone but at least we were on the same 

page. The merriment and banter always adds more spice to the anticipation.  

FRIDAY 12 APRIL 2019 

Getting up at 04h30 was no chore even after having a restless night from excitement. My trusty 

fifteen year old (bike that is) was already loaded the night before. After a quick shower, slice of 

toast and some coffee, I was on my way. At Amalinda offramp, I met Marthinus who then led up 

to King William’s Town. Jules arrived as we refuelled. 

Telling me to lead, I set off at a steady pace. The old section of road was a bit bumpy as well as 

parts of the new road. Knowing the road intimately from having lived in Peddie area for a number 

of years, my pace was a little quick. About four kilometres before crossing the Keiskamma River, I 

gave myself a scare as I dipped into a long sweeping right hander. The rear slide a bit and I realised 

that, with the added weight of the panniers, I used the edge of my new tyres that had not been 

scrubbed off as yet. All along the way I reminisced on the old road, the murdered ladies that had 

been thrown over a cliff near to the Keiskamma River, a murdered hitch-hiker drowned in the 

Gwanga River and gave thanks for being alive and blessed. 

Going up Green hills towards Grahamstown, we came to a Stop/Go. Pulling up ahead of the queue 

we were informed it was a twenty minute wait. Realising I never inserted my ear plugs, I set about 

taking off helmet and undoing my jacket. A construction vehicle arrived and said we could go. 

Vroom off went Jules and Marthinus followed by the line of waiting vehicles. Soon as I could I set 

off and naughtily overtook on the closed lane. Broaching the hill past the FM tower, I picked up 

two specs in the distance that were the two other Hondas. With their bikes being 1200 cc’s, the 

only way to catch up was to wind up and blow out the cobwebs. Cresting a rise I witnessed a white 

car on the side of the road and as the doors opened my heart cringed, tummy burned in despair 

and I thought my trip was over. But my guardian angel was with me and I caught up to the other 

two – respectfully sweeping the rear. As the three Hondas swooped and filtered through the early 

traffic, there was no time to appreciate the passing countryside as the road ahead reeled below 

us.  
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Nanaga had changed. A petrol station and new buildings heralded a very different place that I 

remembered. After refuelling, we settled for a Roosterkoek and coffee. At this point I phoned 

ahead to my daughter’s future father-in-law to arrange to meet at Jefferies Bay to deliver a 

cellphone charger. Leaving Nanaga a more steady pace was kept with the speed cameras passing 

PE a sure deterrent.  

Stopping at Jefferies Bay for fuel, I met Marius Muller and we were able to have a quick chat. As 

we spoke, an old friend – John van der Merwe- said hi and he was on a four day gravel road 

adventure trip with three others (one being 83 years old). During the stop, a host of other bikers 

arrived and it reminded me of the previous rallies attended when the hub-dub gave a feeling of 

anticipation and excitement. Leaving Jefferies, the wind picked up strong and we had to have our 

wits about us as the side gusts pushed the bike about. The ride was quick and enjoyable. 

It seemed like moments only that we left, that the Storms River Village was reached. A 

predetermined brunch stop had us pulling into Marilyn’s reastaurant. Amid the diners were 

Deryck and Alrose Vice as well as Ed and Nadine Richards. It was around 11h00 and we had made 

good time. The place was filled with holiday makers and some other bikers. 

The trip to Sedgefield was quiet and the toll road (toll fee R53) a nuisance. Here we lost Marthinus as he 

sped off into the distance. In Sedgefield, Jules and I refuelled and met Peter and Sue Twissell having lunch. 

A seemingly super slow flip flop through the Wilderness and George area had the “aches of unfitness” 

rearing their head. With Mossel Bay approaching, Marthinus come up from behind with Richard Nzuza in 

tow. Stopping at Mossel Bay shopping centre, Jules phoned Ken for directions to our accommodation. 

With all the adrenalin flowing, I realised I had no need of the Red Bulls I had packed to stay awake. 

The accommodation was at Suid See and was nicely fitted out. Other bikers had booked out the place and 

everyone was quite amiable – even the “odd” Harley okes. It was not far from rally site. Once off loaded 

and settled, Peter and Sue’s kit was mounted on the VFR as Ken pillioned with Julian – clutching the 

Twissell’s sleeping bag. We headed for the campsite to register and collect our goodies. 

After parking, checking in and all, the Twissells were located and we took their gear to the Road Runners 

site. Here amongst lots of banter we helped erect their tent. The new site location for the Buffs seemed 

fine. Good stalls and the food court area had a huge variety to choose from. My patronage went to the 

Kudu Stall. After a bite and drink, Ken stood us to a decadent ice-cream as we were joined by Marthinus, 

Richard, the two Twissells sans a few others. The vibes from the band in the main tent, the roar of dyno 

testing and the sounds of the usual idiots doing doughnuts and burnouts sounded like typical rally time.  

Resulting from an extra early start, it was not long before we headed for the soft comfort of bed. Not 

being able to sleep, I watched TV and witnessed Dale College beat Queens College in rugby. 

SATURDAY 13 APRIL 2019 

The day dawned and I awoke to find Ken and Julian standing outside chatting. Our neighbours had a bike 

with a fuel pick up problem.  

After coffee and rusks, Ken and Julian headed off by bakkie while I meandered back to the rally site 
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Arriving there to the usual rally sounds, I found the Nomads tent and changed my too small T-shirt. 

After that the mass ride started gathering outside the street in the main road and I decided to join for 

part of the way until I branched off to find the Mossell Bay Bowling Club. Earlier arrangement was 

made to meet Owen there – manager of the Bowling Shop. 

The start of the mass ride was narrow but nevertheless impressive. The streets were lined with 

spectators clapping, waving and trying to touch the riders. Robots were manned by traffic officers and 

Mossell Bay again came to a halt to witness the spectacle. All sorts of bikes took part – from scooters, 

scramblers, trikes, sports and touring bikes. Some wheelied, others revved and most tried to cruise as 

safely as possible. It truly was a wonderful spectacle. 

Finding the bowling club, I watched the end of a few matches marvelling at the prowess of some and 

the ability of a bowler with a prosthetic leg. Completing my purchase, I rode down to the Gypsey Spirit 

restaurant. 

At the restaurant, Dereyck & Alrose Vice were dining with Dee Coleman. On phoning Ken, he confirmed 

that they were on their way. Peter and Sue joined us for a lively lunch punctuated by a few seagulls 

trying to pinch our lunch. Following the melodious mirth and bellows, we took our leave. Heading 

home , we had an early power nap after watching a dismal performance from the Sharks. 

As in true non rallyist form, we headed for the campsite by Ken’s SUV anticipating the predicted 

downpour. Meandering among the stalls, we lost Ken. Just as I ordered a photo of myself arriving at 

the campsite, the heavens opened and people dived for what little cover could be found. As the rain 

fell I bought a plastic poncho for Jules, Ken and myself at R15 a pop. All this I had at base but ja, forgot 

it there. 

The main tent and arena was jam packed as people arrived for the prize-giving and, more importantly, 

the main draw. Finding a spot close to the stage was a mission and, pressed like cattle in a crushpen, I 

was close enough. Miss Buffs had been elected the night before and was a lady from Denmark – a real 

blonde beauty. Prizes for longest distance – male and female, smallest bike and distance travelled, 

oldest entrants etc were handed out as well as trophies for the winners of the different classes in the 

concourse de Elegance. 

This year the main lucky draw prize was R135 000 (won by a local Mossell Bay entrant). Second prize 

was R35 000 (won by a Queenstown entry) and third was R10 000. 

Shortly after proceedings, we found Ken and took our leave – forfeiting the shows such as Miss Wet T-

shirt, Mr Boep, Beer drinking etc. Arriving back, we packed to save time the next morning and just sat 

chin-wagging over experiences together and apart. With Ken and Julian purchasing me a PINK towel 

last time when our accommodation did not provide such, I presented them with a towel. 

SUNDAY 14 APRIL 2019 

The day dawned overcast and chilly. After Ken’s courteous coffee and rusks for the ravenous, we hit 

the road in the dark at 06h00. Only a few other bikers had risen early as we headed to join the 

highway. 
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The early morning freshness was invigorating and the road damp from the overnight rain. 

A few bikes left early too and Jules led with the better headlights. With the sky lightening ahead we 

wound our way through George, Wilderness, Sedgefield and Knysna with a refuel in Plettenberg Bay. It 

was such a pity that the speed restrictions hindered what could have been a beautiful swoop on 

pristine roads. Outside of Knysna Marthinus passed us going lickety split. Jefferies was our next refuel. 

Carrying on we reached Nanaga which was packed with vehicles. The petrol pump attendant said it 

was an iron man competition. Cyclists and runners were everywhere. Another rooster koek and coffee 

along with some friendly engagement of fellow travellers had us filled to go. I led and kept a steady 

pace – a wee quick for leisurely looks at the surrounding natural beauty. In Peddie I stopped for a 

pitstop and then we picked up pace until arriving in KWT. The new road is marvellous and most 

appreciated. 

After taking leave of Jules, I stopped to wish an uncle happy birthday before lapping the last leg to 

Gonubie. Home by 14h00 meant we had made good time – safely and soundly thanks to God. 

Ken came across a bad accident outside Peddie and stopped to assist. The young driver broke both 

legs and his mother had lesser injuries. 

My 23rd Buffs done and Ken’s 19th.  
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ADOPTION. 

Father:  (putting down the phone)  

                 “Son I have to tell you, you were adopted.” 

Son:   “What?! I knew it. I want to meet my biological parents!  

Father:  “  We are your biological parents!  Now pack up. 

The new ones will pick you up in 20 minutes.” 
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THINK ON THESE THINGS – WITH PRAYER AND CLOSE CONSIDERATION 
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Bulldog Rally in Kei Mouth has 

always been well attended and run. 

Being close to East London, it is 

recommended. 

 

For those going to our National 

Rally, ride carefully and please give 

us a story and photos.  
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BIRTHDAYS 
April 2019 

28th Ride to Cintsa Bistro 

May 2019 

3-5th Bulldog Rally Kei Mouth 

10-12th National Rally 

24th AGM (details to follow) 

26th Ride to Bushpig 

June 2019 

7th Club nite 

21st Club nite 

22-23 Night away Jefferies Bay 

May 2019 

2nd Ray van der Berg 

6th Michelle Hiles 

7th Richard Nzuza 

8th Keith Carnell 

10th Sharon Proudfoot 

16th Jenny Potts 

June 2019 

10th Dirk Stoffberg 

27th Sue Twissell 

Please notify me if any dates have 

been missed 

 

 

Neville, we are thinking of you and wish 

you a speedy recovery. 


